
Innovation in  
EBOS: Lowering 
LCOE at Grid-Scale.
A discussion with Shoals Technologies Group and Wood Mackenzie.



This mini-brief explores how new 
Electric Balance of System (EBOS) 
technologies and processes are 
making sweeping improvements 
in grid-scale solar installation and 
operations. Key take-aways include: 

• A critical success factor for successful 
growth of grid-scale solar energy is 
managing and lowering the Levelized  
Cost of Energy (LCOE). 

• Leveraging newer Electric Balance 
of System (EBOS) technologies and 
processes will be critical in achieving lower 
LCOE, creating savings in both labor at 
installation and in maintenance expenses 
over the life of the system.

• Additional benefits from new EBOS 
technologies and processes include 
improvements in safety and reliability.

People working in, or even casually observing, the 
utility and energy space can see that the energy 
transition is accelerating. Utilities, regulators, and 
major industrials are setting renewable energy goals, 
making the investments, and doing the work to  
make the transition happen. 
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The emerging ecosystem of this new energy 
environment will depend on the success of a short 
list of key energy sources and enabling technologies, 
with grid-scale solar leading the charge. According  
to industry analysts at Wood Mackenzie, the  
U.S. solar industry grew 43% and installed a  
record 19.2 gigawatts (GWdc) of capacity in 2020.  
Also of note, solar led all technologies in new  
electric-generating capacity added for the second 
year in a row, accounting for 43% of new renewable 
generation during the year. 

As solar energy penetration has accelerated in  
recent years, the focus now turns to optimizing  
the installation and operation of solar facilities 
for the lowest levelized cost of energy (“LCOE”), 
installation efficiencies, long-term reliability,  
and safety. 

Source: Wood Mackenzie

While much attention is being paid 
to the technology improvements 
and cost reductions of solar panels, 
some very real advances in solar 
electric balance-of-system (“EBOS”) 
technologies are driving sweeping 
changes and improvements in grid-
scale solar installation and operations.
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Figure 1. US Solar Market Insights Q3 2021 

The U.S. solar  
industry grew 

43%
and in 2020, installed 
a record capacity of 

19.2GWdc



A Bright Future for Solar “EBOS”

Improvements in EBOS, which includes the electrical 
harnesses/cables and combiner/disconnect boxes 
needed to connect the panels to the inverter to 
the grid, are a big part of meeting the goals of 
the growing renewable energy marketplace. This 
starts with optimizing a few critical systems metrics, 
starting from “boots on the ground” installation 
through decades of high-performance operation. 

Installation -
Starting with installation, grid-scale solar is 
approaching an inflection point as the industry 
confronts two dynamics of solar system installation: 
a lack of skilled labor and the complexity of EBOS 
installation. Alan Neal, Chief Technology Officer for 
EBOS market-leader Shoals Technologies Group, 
noted these challenges in a recent discussion: “The 
labor shortage that are becoming commonplace are 
compounded when the call is for skilled electricians, 
which has been the de facto standard for grid-scale 
solar installations. An EBOS solution that has been 
fully assembled and tested in the factory minimizes 
the need for electricians on-site, reduces the 
likelihood of installation errors, and shortens the 
installation process.” 

In our discussion, Neal said that the Shoals BLA, 
or “Big Lead Assembly,” is one such example of the 
technology advances that are making grid-scale solar 
operations safer and more efficient. Neal shared 
that, as compared to more traditional IPC (Insulation 
Piercing Connectors) and Combiner Box technologies, 

“BLA has removed much of the time-consuming 
and error-prone wiring and electrical work typically 
performed on-site. BLA speeds up installation, 
increases long-term reliability, and lowers total  
costs over the life of the solar system.” 

Neal also noted that there are safety advantages to 
a prefabricated and tested EBOS solution. Shoals’ 
innovative EBOS solution is fully manufactured and 
end-to-end tested in a controlled setting, ensuring a 
level of safety that is difficult to guarantee in the field, 
where the connections are traditionally made, in dirty 
and/or damp conditions.
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LCOE -
Beyond installation, the next major system 
consideration is how to improve overall long-term 
costs, or LCOE. Wood Mackenzie Head of Global 
Solar Research Xiaojing Sun recently noted: “LCOE 
reduction will be heavily in focus as the solar industry 
faces increasing capex and uncertainties with 
operational costs across longer project lifetimes. 
LCOE will also be a critical metric as solar industry 
growth continues.”

So how will LCOE for large solar facilities benefit 
from EBOS advancements? Sun goes on to say that, 

“The cost of materials decreasing on the EBOS side is 
highly unlikely, and we project that labor costs under 
conventional installation methods will increase over 
the next five years. A plug-and-play EBOS solution 
decreases the need for scarce skilled labor, speeds 
installation, and minimizes error, resulting in  
reduced labor costs and in turn reduction in LCOE.” 

“LCOE reduction will be 
heavily in focus as the solar 
industry faces increasing 
capex and uncertainties with 
operational costs across 
longer project lifetimes.”

Source: Wood Mackenzie
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Comparing EBOS technologies -
Sun’s observation brings us back to the Shoals BLA 
and its advantages for high-performance operations. 
In a recent consultancy report from Solvida Energy, 
Solvida’s engineers found that the Shoals BLA 
delivers the most reliable and cost-effective method 
currently on the market for connecting DC strings 
to inverters for large-scale solar projects. Stephen 
Smith at Solvida, who led the study of the Shoals 
BLA, reports these critical benefits:
• •  Installation Labor Cost Savings – “For 

a sample 130MW project, the Shoals BLA 
approach delivers labor cost savings of  
33% when compared to an IPC installation 
and 47% when compared to Combiner  
Box installation.”

• •  LCOE Reduction – “We have found that in 
comparing BLA to traditional Combiner Box 
designs and IPC wire-piercing designs from a 
LCOE perspective, IPC systems would require 
a 33% cost reduction to match the BLA’s LCOE 
and conventional Combiner Box systems 
would require a 70% cost reduction to match 
the BLA’s LCOE.” 

Smith also noted annual estimated  
maintenance cost differences between  
available EBOS technologies:

• •  Based on a US-based 110 MW model U.S 
Solar Photovoltaic System developed by the 
National Renewable energy lab (NREL),  
annual maintenance budgets for the BLA 
installed option come in at $5.08/kW/year, 
significantly lower than either the IPC  
estimate of $8.47kW/year or the Combiner  
Box estimate of 6.78/kW/year. 

• •  For a grid-scale solar system like the one in  
the NREL model, this translates to 
maintenance cost savings ranging from 
$187,000 to $372,900 per year.

• •  With solar systems like this operating for  
20 years or more, the BLA’s impact on  
lowering LCOE is huge, as high as  
$7.4 million over the life of a system. 
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The Solvida study also provided a detailed technical features comparison for the three BOS alternatives, with 
a score of “1” to “10” for six different critical BOS criteria. The Shoals BLA ranked highest across all technical 
features, as summarized in Figure 3 below.

Source: Solvida Energy

Technical 
Features BLA IPC COMBINER BOX

Maximizing 
allowable  
quantity  
of modules  
per DC Cable

9 Standard fuses, 
connectors 9

IPCs and sub-assemblies  
are highly specialized  

and not commonly available 
parts from multiple vendors

6
Comparatively requires 

the most  
DC cable

Reducing field  
labor time 9 Fully pre-

assembled 5

Ships as parts, assembled in 
field, requires field cleaning 
of wire prior to installation, 

technical precision to do 
correctly, not flexible if  

errors made

8
Harness and terminated 
combiner boxes can be  

pre-assembled

Reduces unique 
part counts per 
system

9

Single harness 
and disconnect 
box assemblies.  
3x fewer parts  

than IPC

6
IPC, splice cover, gel 

clamshell, and end cap  
all separate parts

9 Simple  
commodity parts

Reducing 
specialization 9

Pre-
assembled and 
connectorized. 
Standard fuses 
and connectors

5

IPCs and sub-assemblies  
are highly specialized and 
not commonly available 

parts from multiple vendors. 
Rigid technical requirements 

can't be installed by 
journeymen in field

7 CB terminations require 
specialized labor

Simplifying  
designs 9

Fewer SKUs. 
Standardized 
Sizes. Flexible 

design

7

Design is conceptually 
simple but fails because 

easy and reliable execution 
is not facilitated

4

Install connectors 
to existing module 
connectors, route 

harness wire along 
structure, bring harness 
wires into combiner box, 

mount, and terminate

Increasing  
long-term 
reliability

9
Factory tested  
with common 

parts
8

Field tested with specialized 
parts and little flexibility for 

replacement if needed
6

Combiner boxes are 
notorious for O&M 

issues over time and will 
not get cooler anytime 
in the future with the 
ongoing increase in 

module wattages

Total 45 32 34
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Figure 2. BOS Technical Features Comparison 



Maxing Out the Solar Farm Harvest

Of course, the real test of an EBOS solution is in  
the field. We recently had an opportunity to talk  
with Tim Jordan, Senior Vice President of Renewables 
at RES Group, a global renewable energy developer 
and EPC firm. Tim shared his experiences working 
with Shoals, particularly his group’s experience  
with the BLA.

Tim reported that RES Group are now using the 
BLA on the majority of their solar projects. When 
we asked Tim to help us understand how the BLA 
is a benefit for the solar projects that they develop 
and operate, his comments echoed much of 
what we learned from our research of the EBOS 
marketplace: “First is the quality. We have been in 
the Shoals factory and seen the quality control and 
testing. We know that what we are getting will work 
when we deploy this at a project site. We also like 
that the product delivered to a project site is built 
specifically for that project. We even incorporate the 
Shoals’ drawing into our designs. And on the site, 
installation is not only faster, but also uses less labor 
and specifically less skilled labor, which is becoming 
an acute challenge in our industry. Finally, the entire 
factory manufacturing and testing process pays 
dividends across many years of operating a system 
with fewer maintenance issues and lower costs.”

Not to be lost from Tim’s comments is that grid-scale 
solar projects are not small undertakings. As EBOS 
technology improvements that can help manage 
costs and risk come online, their advantages are 
critical in the long-term operational, safety, and 
financial success of utility-scale projects.

Ready for The Renewable Future

As solar energy continues its explosive growth as a 
key piece of the global energy future, success will 
ultimately lie in the development, installation, and 
operation of grid-scale systems that are reliable for 
decades of operation and are financially viable over 
the long-term. To this end, while the industry pays a 
lot of attention to the solar panels themselves, the 
electrical balance-of-systems is a critical piece of the 
installation, operational, safety, and financial success 
of large grid-scale solar projects. The Shoals BLA 
has quickly established itself as the leading EBOS 
solution and a key differentiator in many successful 
grid-scale solar projects.

To access the full Solvida Energy 
report and learn more about BLA, go 
to: https://info.shoals.com/bla-lcoe

As EBOS technology 
improvements that can  
help manage costs and 
risk come online, their 
advantages are critical in the 
long-term operational, safety, 
and financial success of 
utility-scale projects.
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General Disclaimer

The information in this document may 
contain predictive statement, including but 
not limited to, statements regarding future 
financial results, operating results, future 
product portfolios, and new technologies. 
There are a number of factors that could 
cause actual results and developments 
to differ materially from those expressed 
or implied in the predictive statements. 
Shoals Technologies Group may change the 
information at any time without notice, and 
is not responsible for any liabilities arising 
from your use of any of the information 
provided herein.

Neither Nasdaq, Inc. nor its affiliates makes 
any recommendation to buy or sell any 
security or any representation about any 
company’s financial condition. Investors 
should undertake their own due diligence 
before investing. 
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